
Mr. Eiji Hashimoto 
 
We have set up a local petition that has gathered over 170 signatures in one day to 
stop logging of Ovako-owned forest here in Hofors. We are inspired by your 

Sustainability report 2021 where you state: "we have been involved in the creation 
of a hometown forest at each steelworks". 
 
We invite you to extend the concept to our town: 15 hectare of rather old forest, 
home to several specimens of threatened species, and a popular recreation area next 
to a lake. 
 
Logging, which could be set in motion any day now, will likely change water run-off 
patterns, reduce threatened species’ chances of survival and leave residents with 
devastated nature where a beautiful forest once stood. Biodiversity once wiped out 
will likely never return, or it will take at least hundreds of years. And after logging, 

carbon is released and it takes decades for the carbon storage function to return to 

the plus side. 
 
The forest is typical of the older forests in the area but has never been clear-cut with 
modern technology which reduces biodiversity to a minimum. 
 
We understand that for Ovako forestry is no longer needed for steel making and the 
logging has been subcontracted to a company that is just following its normal 
routines. We are appealing to you, not to override the decision of the Hofors plant 

managers, but to consider offering them an alternative that is more in line with your 
stated policy and in line with the wishes of many residents. 
 
The alternative would be to make the forest into a showcase of sustainable forest 

stewardship, demonstrating the company’s commitment to the Paris accord, and 
encouraging other large corporations to follow suit. 
 
The area is in walking distance of the company hotel making it an ideal excursion for 
employees and customers. 
 
We therefore implore you to set in motion an investigation into sustainable 
alternatives for our beloved forest and recreation area. 
 

 


